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Across
5. Jaime has only a(n) _____ knowledge of math and
Across
doesn’t understand algebra.
5. Jaime has only a(n) _____ knowledge of math
7. An
expression
for expression
and
doesn't understand
algebra.
An expression
expression
8. 7.Sharing
classifiedfor
information
with foreigners is
8._____
Sharing
classified
information
with foreigners is
to treason.
_____ to treason.
10.
unchangeable
10.Synonym
Synonymforforpermanent,
permanent,
unchangeable
13.How
Howanarchists
anarchists
13.
actact
14. Tim maintained his _____ to his football team,
14. Tim
maintained
hismany
_____games.
to his football team,
even
after it lost
afterimportance;
it lost many insignificant
games.
15.even
Of little
16.
You're
wrong!
15. Of little importance; insignificant
17. Having a sharp taste; acrid
16.
wrong!helped his _____ get a job in the
18.You’re
The mayor
local government.
17. Having
a sharp taste; acrid
18. The mayor helped his _____ get a job in the local
government.

Down
1. When negotiations failed, the opposing countries
Down
were at a(n) ____.
1. When negotiations failed, the opposing
2. The
devoted were
dad couldn’t
_____ on his promise
countries
at a(n) ____.
to
take
his
kids
to
the
fair.
2. Gabe _____ on his promise to take his kids to
the fair. attack, especially into enemy territory;
3. A surprise
3.
A surprise attack, especially into enemy territory;
a journey
a journey
4. 4.
Using
_____,
scientists
injected
microscopic
Using
_____,
scientists
injected
microscopic
robots
to to
destroy
cancer
cells.cells.
robots
destroy
cancer
certify
legally
6. 6.
ToTo
certify
legally
9. Phew! Your shoes reek!
9. 11.
Phew!
Your
shoesthe
reek!
Aaron
follows
moral _____ his parents
taught
him.
11. Aaron follows the moral _____ his parents
12. Antonym for worldly, cosmopolitan
taught him.
12. Antonym for worldly, cosmopolitan
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Answer Key

5. Jaime has only a(n) _____ knowledge of math and doesn’t
understand algebra. [RUDIMENTARY]
7. An expression for expression [VISAGE]
8. Sharing classified information with foreigners is _____ to treason.
[TANTAMOUNT]
10. Synonym for permanent, unchangeable [IRREVOCABLE]
13. How anarchists act [SUBVERSIVE]
14. Tim maintained his _____ to his football team, even after it lost
many games. [FIDELITY]
15. Of little importance; insignificant [NEGLIGIBLE]
16. You’re wrong! [ERRONEOUS]
17. Having a sharp taste; acrid [PUNGENT]
18. The mayor helped his _____ get a job in the local government.
[CRONY]
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Down

1. When negotiations failed, the opposing countries were at a(n)
____. [IMPASSE]
18
2. The devoted dad couldn’t _____ on his promise to take his kids
to the fair. [RENEGE]
3. A surprise attack, especially into enemy territory;
a journey [FORAY]
4. Using _____, scientists injected microscopic robots to destroy
Across
cancer cells. [NANOTECHNOLOGY]
5. Jaime has only a(n) _____ knowledge of math
6. To certify legally [NOTARIZE]
and doesn't understand algebra.
7. An expression for expression
9. Phew! Your shoes reek! [MALODOROUS]
8. Sharing classified information with foreigners is
_____ to treason.
11. Aaron follows the moral _____ his parents taught him.
10. Synonym for permanent, unchangeable
[PRECEPT]
13. How anarchists act
14. Tim maintained his _____ to his football team,
12. Antonym for worldly, cosmopolitan [INSULAR]
15.
16.
17.
18.
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even after it lost many games.
Of little importance; insignificant
You're wrong!
Having a sharp taste; acrid
The mayor helped his _____ get a job in the
local government.
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Down

1. When negotiations failed, the opposing
countries were at a(n) ____.
2. Gabe _____ on his promise to take his kids to
the fair.
3. A surprise attack, especially into enemy territory;
a journey
4. Using _____, scientists injected microscopic
robots to destroy cancer cells.
6. To certify legally
9. Phew! Your shoes reek!
11. Aaron follows the moral _____ his parents
taught him.
12. Antonym for worldly, cosmopolitan

